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This instalment of the NSA Round Tahle addresses a part of the practical theme for the Issue, 
Running Events, as the questions focus on the sprint e\-enls. The conversation was recorded 
by Advisory Editorial Board Metnber Vern Gambetta during a break at the 'Techniques in 
Athletics" Conference in Cologne in June 1990. The participants were Carnwlo Bo.sco 
(TTAl. who is currenlly the Director of the Laboratory for Sports Biomechanies arul Exerxise 
Fhy.siology at the Kuoriane Spoil Insiitule In Fmland. Gary Winkler (USA), who is a 
succes.sfid coach at the University of Illinois and the Chairman of TAC USA Coach 
Educalion Committee, and Henk Ki-aajenhof (HOL), who is a former nalitmal coach for the 
Netherlands and Is cut-renily working in Oman as Director of Coaching for the Oman 
Athletic Association. 

1. HUH do you analyse WINKLER: [n the 100 metres I analyse the sprinter's race 
a sprinter's race and basically according to acceleration, maximum vekxiiy and 
train accordingly? maintenance of maximum velocity. The iraining is set up to 

work on those three areas inilially and then to uy to draw a 
tnui-siUon between the three areas as we approach competition. 

GAMBETTA: Do you adjust that from compelilion lo 
competition if you see a deficiency in an area or would you 
adjust it period by period? Say you saw that somebody was 
deficient in acceleration in a pari;icular race, would you 
adjust the training in thc next microcycle say, or adjust afier 
a couple of races? 

WINCKLER: I think I would adjust afler a couple of races. 
Acceleralion is something you are working on all the time 
anyway and il could be that the lack of acceleration in a 
particular competition is related to the emphasis in training 
in die previous cycle, or just a bad day. 

KRAAJENHOF: I have several approaches lo splitting up 
the KK) metres. In compelilion, I use a subjective appmach 
giving a qualification, or plus and minus, to items on an 
agenda according to the athlete, because 1 know the athlele. 

tz This includes five items: reaciion and start action, acceleration 



1. How do you anaiy,se a phase, the phase of maximum speed, the speed endurance 
sprinter's race and irain phase and the finish. Three pluses (+++) is the most, two 
accordingly? pluses (++) is O.k.. one plus (+) is average and zero means the 

athlete needs improvemenl for the next competition, it's 
subjective, it lakes all the things together. It's based on many 
things, piuiicularly thc eye of the coach. In training. I use a 
more objective approach by taking splits for reaction time, 
30 metres. 60 meires. 80 metres. I have the possibility lo use 
an infra-red timing machine. Of course, it is nol as accurate 
if you use hand times and il is very difficult to get. the split 
limes in competition. The exception, of course, is the World 
Championships ;md thc Olympic Games, where you can get 
fast infonnation to compare with the data of your training. 

BOSCO: Firsi of all. 1 divide the KX) metres according to the 
effort the subject musl perform. According to this, there is 
the slart. which I measure through the time at .30 metres, tlien 
there is the phase when acceleralion is reduced to zero and 
maximum speed is achieved and maintained. Bui my point 
of view is a little bit different. I try lo obser\e ihe phenomenon 
according to the muscle function, neuro-muscular ability 
and the metabolic aspect of all the race. In the first pan of the 
race. I see thai the subject must spend a very high amount of 
energy since the conu-aciile components are mostly working. 
This lasts to about 40 metres, where il is the highest moment 
of acceleration. Then the neuro-muscular activity starts 
changing from the contractile to utilising a stretch-shortening 
ability, beiween eccentric and concentric work. Afier tliat 
ihe runner reaches the highesi speed he can get after 5 0 - 6 0 
meires. Then, there is the metabolic aspect, how to stand the 
maximum speed to the end? It is not all meiabolic. of course, 
there is also nervous activity to consider. So thc principal is 
lo analyse according the race according to the training. It is 
Just infonnation. then we have lo focus training according to 
three points: neuro-muscular. stretching imd metabolic. 

GAMBETTA: Dt) you feel that you should focus on the 
deficient areas? 

BOSCO: No. my point of view is. firsi. it depends on ihe 
athlete. I think you should ask. what is the best quality of the 
subjecl? That should detennine where we put the emphasis. 
If you try to improve the best quality you can be sure you will 
get less injuries. If somebody has gixxl contractile componenis 
and you work to improve thai aspect, we are sure that it is 
sater. If you tr>' to improve elasticity, for example, then you 
must be very careful. This does not mean that we do not 
work on the other elements where there arc deficiencies, but 
it must be more moderate. This is my view. 23 



1. How do you analyse a KRAAUENHOF: I agree with Camielo in the long term 
sprinter's race and irain development, if he is taking inlo account development through-
accordingly? QU, [Ĵ ^ sprinter's career. You c;in take, for instance, a lactic 

acid test or pick up the ammonia level in thc bkxxl to see the 
metabolic properties. But il is very difficult to do this in 
competition which is the ultimate result of all the training. It 
is very hard to find <iut if the problem is metabolic in nature, 
if it's a mental problem, a neuro-muscular problem or a 
biomechanical problem, if the athlete is not pert'orming as 
you expected. We agree with each other in this aspect. 

WINCKLER: Very often the best analysis I can make of a 
sprinter's race is due to ihe post-race discussion with the 
athlete. Having worked with the athlete for a long periixi of 
time, there are certain terms and things that you are both 
working on and feelings which, when ihcy achieve, they 
recognise. And ba,scd upon the feedback which the athlete 
can give me with regard to mental lapses in the race. 
physically how they felt, very largely the psychological 
aspect of preparahon then, as a coach, we can work with the 
athlete to tell them where lo go from that poinl. 

-r 
BOSCO: I want to make another commeni about how we test 
the sprinters Wc have a mat. a long mat up to 60m. where we 
can analyse automatically the stride length, frequency, con
tact lime and flight time. And. of course, contacl time and 
fiight time, vary according to the period of training. For 
example, al tlie beginning, the elastic ability, or the stretch-
shortening capacity, of the subjects is less developed be
cause they are coming from strength training. In good 
conditions in summertime, the contact time should be very 
short and very reactive. ! help the coach to see if this is so. 
If we see that the contact time does not decrease and the fiight 
lime is changing, then we take the opportunity lo change the 
training. This means work more on the kind of exereises 
which will develop the deficieni quality. 

GAMBETTA: So you would work al that point to correct the 
deficiency? In the peak competitive season, if a deficiency 
like that occurred, then you would work to correct the 
deficiency as best you could? 

BOSCO: Yes, if we have time enough lo do that. And. for 
example, we have observed thai sometimes the athlele does 
not gel the response. The timing is not like we think. Bul 
then we ;inalyse all the structure, we make tests for evaluation, 
and sometimes it may happen that thc physical condilions are 
responding well, but ihe performance does not. So, we have 
to say. "well, if it is not a problem of physical conditioning, 

24 it must be something else". 



2. H<m would you 
apportkm or 
distribute the training 
of Ihe various 
bio-motor abilities for 
the sprint events? 

GAMBETTA: To limit this, why don'i wc look at the elastic 
qualilies, speed, acceleralion and sU-ength. 

WINCKLER: This is very often a difficult question to 
answer precisely. 1 think there have been a variety of paths 
laken by different coaches throughoul the worid. In some 
cases, the coach has sought to lump certain qualities wiihin 
certain phases of the year . Maybe, endurance is developed 
finit and then, possibly, speed and then, possibly, strength all 
in different phases. I personally believe that all of the 
qualities need to be developed in parallel, so that you get the 
development of the tolal aifilcte and a balanced created 
among ihe various bio-motor abilities to effect a better 
perfomiance. Of course, iraining should always work lo 
develop the strengths of the athlele and. therefore, the 
balance is sometimes skewed toward that. 

KRAAIJENHOF: Well, you can almost have a symposium 
only about this aspect of sprints training. .As far as 1 am 
concemed, it depends on the individual. For Instance, in the 
past two years I have had the honour to work with Nelli 
Cotiman. two times World Champion and World Record 
Holder al 60 metres, and Meriene Ottey. who is ;üso a very 
high class sprinter. If you look at ihe different luithropometric 
properties of btith sprinters you can see thai they are completely 
differeni in nature. So. we need a different approach in the 
training. Where the one is very strong, very explosive and 
ver>' good in the start and acceleration then fades oui after 60 
meires. the other one has a lack of explosive strength, a lack 
of ma\imum .strength and very gtxxi in specific endurance. 
It depends on differeni leverage, difi'erent muscle fibre type. 
There is no general programme for this. It is too difficult. It 
would be over-simpiificaiion if you talk abtiut this. It 
depends completely on the individual properties. One of the 
most important ihings. 1 think, is the muscle fibre type, 
which is an expression of the activity of the brain. So, 
maybe, in tweniy years we will be able to define talent or 
define quality of spriniers as relaled to brain aciivity - to the 
quality of the brain. But that is kind of futuristic at this 
moment. 

BOSCO: I am very pleased to listen also to Henk. because I 
have the same view, but we have approached this problem 
from a more sophisticated evalualion. First of all, we have 
to see whether the subject is fast or less fa.st in percentage of 
fibres. For evaluation, we make biopsies. I have also 
developed methods which do not use biopsies. For example, 
using my melhixl wiih Nelli Ctwman 1 was within three 
percent. I said it's 75%, and actually it was 72%. The same 2S 



2. How would you apponicvi 
or disiribuie the training of 
the various bio-moiur 
abilities for the sprini events? 

with Francesco Pavoni. I extrapolated the rate was 75%. and 
then it was 78%. So. first of all. we make this kind of 
evalualion. According if some subjecl is 80%. 70%. 50%. 
then we can apply training methods. For example, lels lake 
when we give the loads for slrength iraining. We have a 
subject which, let"s say. is not so fast in perceniage of fibres, 
let's say has 60%, and we have another subject which has 
80%. When we set a load to train maximum slrenglh. the 
number of repeiitions will be set accordingly: a fast subjecl 
cannol do many repetitions, so in.stead will do a fewer reps 
but more sets. The volume and density will be thc same for 
the sifcwer subject who must also train those fibres but does 
it through a greater number of reps. The second approach is 
to transform the su-engtli in the explosive and stretch-
shortening cycle which we do with all sorts of drills. Then 
we have to see, again, how much elastic energy the athlele 
uses during a simple test we have developed. This is 
generally given once a month. Accordingly we may modify 
die training. Another important phenomenon which we try 
to observe is the density and volume of training required for 
.strength iraining and for explosive power iraining? What is 
the Umit? When must strength training finish? We have 
developed methods from which we can judge maximum 
dynamic strength. We measure jumps with a load similar to 
the total body weighl. and then we compare it to jumping 
withoul extra weighl. like in a sargeni vertical jump test. We 
know that the relationship, for sprinters, should be about 
40%. We follow this and if it goes over 40. we slop strength 
training. If it is lower we carry on until we get ihat. Of 
course, we got these results empirically, we did not know 
before. We tested several athletes when they got their best 
performances and said, okay now we know the right ratio. 

KRAAIJENHOF: Quite complicated, don't you think? 

GAMBETTA: No, I think the point he made was that they 
got this system in an empirical way. They started with a 
performiuice :md went back lo verify the conditions wliich 
led to it. To me that is applied sport science. 

3. Comment on 
distribution of effort 
in the lOOm 
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BOSCO: Theoretically there should be a distribution. A lot 
of effort should be put where it is less expensive, after 50 or 
60 metres, but actually there is no time to think about saving 
energy. So I think the athlete musl slart wilh maximum effort 
and put maximum effort for all the race, from die start to the 
finish. But this is a little different from the 200 metres where 
1 believe good disuibution is acquired. For example, ihe start 
should not be the same as for the KXJ metres because ihe 
athlete must save energy. TTie athlete must not be al 



3. Comment on distribution 
of effon in the 100m 

4. What is the 
optimum numtwr of 
competitions for a 
sprinter? 

maximum effort on the curve, because then there are 
biomechanical problems, like centrifugal force, which waste 
energy. 

KRAAJENHOF: I am almosl repealing myself, il depends 
on the time. If you see Nelli Cooman njnning the 100 metres, 
she lends to fade after 6Ü metres. It would be impossible for 
me to tell her. it v.ould be quite stupid 1 think to tell her. lo 
start easy and put more effort in the lasl 40 metres. It is 
completely ignoring her abilities in the first 60 metres. That 
is whal she is built for. she was built to explode, to apply 
force in the first 30 meires and not in the last 40 metres. For 
Merlene. who is lacking explosi\e strength, well, after 10. 
20, 30 metres she will be 2 metres behind the rest of the field. 
but she compensates with high maximum speed and speed 
endurance. For her. last year it didn't work out well to gel 
more power in the stride. It cost too much energy for that 
momenl. Thai is why last year she did noi really have a peak 
pertormance. She was ver>' stable, although she did not do 
more than 25 competitions, but there was no peak perfomiance 
because she was trying lo leam to spend more effort in the 
stride. So. it all depends on the individuality of the athlele. 

WINCKLER: 1 think that basically the 100 metres is a 
maximal effort. However, that is a temi which I do nol 
usually use in coaching because tor many of the athletes 
when you say ""maximal eftbn" thai nieans maximal tension. 
In order to perfonn maximally there has to be phases, even 
within the KX) metres, where the alhlete checks for relaxation. 
It has been my experience ihal. usualK al 40 to 60 metres, if 
the athlele has been ver\ good out of the blocks and is 
accelerating well, he or she will tr̂  to continue to push and 
to push. That usually results in the opposite affect of what 
you desire. So. I tend to try to coach a phase of relaxation in 
there. Maybe with some athleles one. with some athletes 
two or three limes in the race. We have used brcaih control 
as one means of doing that, or jusl a quick check of muscle 
lension. or a queue on the track, but 1 would agree it's a very 
individual thing. 

KRAAJENHOF: Hypoihelically what if you asked Ben 
Johnson in his races against Carl Lewis not to start not as fast 
as he did, would he have won the races and mn as fast as he 
did? In my opinion. 1 don't think so...l don't think so. 

GAMBETTA; Again. I know there's a lol of individual 
factors at work here, but maybe let me elaborate for a minule. 
A few years ago, Gerard Mach said to me that he felt there 
were a certain number of races a sprinler would need to run 27 



4. Whal is the optimum 
nuniber of compeiiiions for a 
sprinter? 

to approach their be.st at a distance. Now, it seems that, 
today, the top spriniers are racing more often. There are 
many reasons for ihai which we don't need to go into now. 
but. if you had your choice as coaches, what would be the 
optimum number of competitions that you would choose for 
a world class athlete? 
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KRA.AIENHOF: For the 100 meires. I think around 15 
would be okay. The first competition you can use as a kind 
of test to adjust the fine tuning of the athlete. For instance, 
the distribution of effort. If you have some problem here, you 
can chiuige the first competition, building up competitions, 
and noi having in\ idea to peribnn well in the firsi compeiiiions. 
But preparing for Wurid Champioaships or Olympic Games, 
for 100 meires, 1 think around 15 competitions is optimum. 

BOSCO: Well, I think that this is very individual. Between 
12 and 18. 1 think that the best condition of the subjecl 
depends only on the biological point of view: gtx)d physiological 
stand and from the organism's equilibrium system. There are 
some people can regenerate, regain homoeostasis. better 
than oihers. So. if the physiological ground is okay, because 
the athlete has done the righl training, he or she could do 
more, maybe reach even tweniy competitions. But if the 
athlete, from a biological point of view, is not recovering 
well then the number musl be decreased. For example. 
Menea was extremely strong in regeneration, while Pavoni 
was not so strong. 

KRAAJENHOF: The problem is wilh the planning of 
competitions. You have to plan your competitions before. 
You start off going lo competitions then see how they recover 
before going to the next competition. But you have to plan 
for the Grand Prix competitions. WoHd Championships and 
so on. So tliat's why 1 tiiink between 12 and 18 is O.K. 

GAMBETTA: Gary, the people that you've had have run less 
in the 100 metres, have Ihey not? 

WINCKLER: Usually that's the ca.se. but being a university 
coach 1 am usually somewhat constrained by the lenglh of 
season and the number of days we can miss cla.ss to go lo 
compeiiiions. Also, most of your good KX) metre runners 
also do the 2(X), relays with 400m as well. Very often it's the 
case that you cannot pick and choose as many 100 metre 
competitions as you would like. But I would agree with uhal 
Carmelo and Henk have said that number 1 ii's an individual 
thing, but alst) 12 to 15 competitions I think is gtxxl -
depending upon, of course, the age of die athlete and experience. 
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